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Princess Una of Parumvir has come of age and will soon be married. She dreams of a handsome

and charming prince, but when the first suitor arrives, she finds him stodgy and boring. Prince

Aethelbald from the mysterious land of Farthestshore has traveled far to prove his love--and also to

bring hushed warnings of danger. A dragon is rumored to be approaching Parumvir. Una, smitten

instead with a more dashing prince, refuses Aethelbald's offer--and ignores his warnings. Soon the

Dragon King himself is in Parumvir, and Una, in giving her heart away unwisely, finds herself in

grave danger. Only those courageous enough to risk everything have a hope of fighting off this

advancing evil.
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Original review on Book Whispers.Genre: YA Fantasy (Classic Fairy Tale)Fairytales are the

timeless joy of the fantasy genre. Readers thrive off of them, whether it's retellings or variations of

our favorite stories. What gets readers into more of a frenzy then the classic Fairytale? Why, an



original tale that is clearly worthy of the classics. That is exactly what Heartless is.The beauty of

Stengl's writing style will please fantasy fans who hunger for the kind of quality found in Robin

McKinley's books. For those who find McKinley's style too harsh and a bit hard to sink into, Stengl's

softer style will be a relief. The landscapes just flow up majestically and the emotions that consume

the reader make the characters feel real. The story and plot sweeps across the page with a timeless

grace.Una is definitely a classic fairytale Princess. She needs to be rescued, and there are enough

warnings given to her before hand that she shouldn't have fallen victim. Then again--that's

life--everyone has bitten and choked on the apple at some point. Una's downfall is of the heart, a

modern and historic story of how someone can give their heart to the wrong person. In Una's case

it's a terrible price she pays for the nativity of her emotions. Unlike the classic princess, Una is

strong and willful. She has enough spirit to make up her own mind, and in the end find

redemption--even learning from her mistakes. (Of course Prince Charming still get to ride in and

save the day.)Dragons never quite get the attention they deserve in most fairytales. In Heartless the

Dragon(s) finally get that time to shine--even if they are quite the villains. Anne has created a

dragon mythology that sent my head spinning into giddiness.

`Heartless' is a remarkable and fascinating inspirational allegorical fantasy, set within the different

world of Parumvir and other wonderful kingdoms each ruled by nobility. This enchanting and

spellbinding tale provides an absolute feast of intrigue, adventure, great peril, magic and romance!

And then... there's the dragon. A horrendously monstrous, reptilian-scaled and fire-breathing evil

beast! This is a tale filled with incredible characters and fairy-tale type creatures, and layered with

cleverly composed allegories.In the Kingdom of Parumvir, we find that Princess Una has come of

age. Suitors of noble status journey from kingdoms far and wide to pay their respects to her. But it is

from the Unseen realm of Farthestshore that the `remarkably unremarkable' Prince Aethelbald

arrives to declare his love and intentions toward Una. He is however rejected by the Princess.

Furthermore, his warnings to her father King Fidel of a coming great and terrible danger are not

heeded. There is yet another one who is also rejected by the lovely princess and one of those

rejected nobility will become dangerously revengeful. Feeling as if her dream of being swept away in

love by a prince was never going to happen, she was taken by surprise when an unexpected

admirer, captured her heart completely. He asks her to trust him when he had to leave to help free

his imprisoned people from the dragon. But can he truly be trusted, and will she continue to trust

him when he doesn't return, and of what cost will this trust be to her and to those she

loves?Meanwhile the menacingly evil and fiery Dragon is on its way to Parumvir to claim Una, the



`Beloved of my enemy', a name he'd called her in one of the terrible dreams she was plagued with

after touching a dragon scale at the 12 Year Market.

Heartless is book one of 'Tales of Goldstone Wood', debut novel by author, Anne Elisabeth

Stengl.Princess Una of Parumvir has just turned eighteen and is excited about her suitors that are

soon to apply for her hand in marriage. Her father, King Fidel, has promised she can marry

whomever she wishes. Una dreams of a charming Prince, riding up on a white charger, proclaiming

his undying love and devotion. However, when Prince Aethelbald of the mysterious kingdom of

Farthestshore, does just that, Una is appalled and threatens to never marry him, ever.Among her

suitors, is Prince Gervais, whom Una is sure is THE one, however, it comes to her father's attention

that Gervais has been thrown from his kingdom by his father for gambling debts. He is a cad of the

best kind and is only looking for Una's hand for the dowry she would bring.The Duke of Shippening

is old, fat and arrogant and is looking for a young bride to have as a trophy. He cares nothing for

Una and only wishes to use her to become king. When the Duke doesn't get his way, he declares

war on the kingdom of Parumvir.Leonard, the jester and court fool, has also won Una's heart and

after learning his secrets, she promises to wait for him. However, she comes to learn that he isn't all

that he says he is and Una must come to terms with their relationship.The Dragon King is also on

the hunt for Una, he can feel her and needs to make her one of his own. The Dragon King joins

forces with the Duke and together, the two wreck havoc, death and destruction on all the kinsmen of

Parumvir. Its up to Una's brother Felix, her cat, Monster and the magic of the Goldstone Wood to

save the day.
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